
 

. The Sims 4 is a single player, life simulation video game developed by Maxis and published by Electronic Arts. Gameplay centers on managing personal virtual households that contain Sims, which are controlled by the player. In The Sims series it is possible for relationships to form between characters of the same gender. One mod that was released in 2014 called "Maxis Match" allows users to
create families that includes adult characters of the same gender, with parents able to have different skills. Some players were upset after an update in late September 2015 allowed children playing with Maxis Match enabled who had parents with romantic relationships to also have romantic relationships themselves, causing some players to uninstall their game which triggered a full refund. The mod
was created by Twitter user "Sims 4 Dev" (also known as "Sims 4 Dev" on the Maxis sub-Reddit). The mod was uploaded on November 7, 2014. Maxis later commented that this type of mod is not supported by their game and nor do they intend to make one. The Sims 4 is a single player, life simulation game developed by Maxis and published by Electronic Arts. The game centers on managing the
lives of digital characters called sims with varying personalities who reside in virtual houses with various objects. Sims can be created and edited to resemble any real life person. The game relies on the player's ability to manage a series of tasks including making friends, going to work, improving skills and building relationships with other characters. In The Sims series it is possible for relationships to
form between characters of the same gender. One mod that was released in 2014 called "Maxis Match" allows users to create families that includes adult characters of the same gender, with parents able to have different skills. Some players were upset after an update in late September 2015 allowed children playing with Maxis match enabled who had parents with romantic relationships to also have
romantic relationships themselves, causing some players to uninstall their game which triggered a full refund. The mod was created by Twitter user "Sims 4 Dev" (also known as "Sims 4 Dev" on the Maxis sub-Reddit). The mod was uploaded on November 7, 2014. Maxis later commented that this type of mod is not supported by their game and nor do they intend to make one. The Sims 4 is a single
player, life simulation game developed by Maxis and published by Electronic Arts. The game centers on managing the lives of digital characters called sims with varying personalities who reside in virtual houses with various objects.
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